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Stablight Smart - Blue
Arik Levy

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: SCENARIOS

FEATURES

SOURCES NOT INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 3x6,8W—

Efficiency: 100%—

Stablight Smart  start from the intelligent Stablight
suspension system: the three arms supporting the luminous
bodies can rotate to close in line or open up to 360° so as to
adapt to any spatial configuration and follow flexibly the
changing needs of light environments. In Stablight Smart the
lamp body is naked, without the characteristic Stablight
glass, but became colorful, coordinated with the colour of the
fabric cables that support them.

Article Code: DAL0028A14—

Colour: Blue—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: metal, fabric—

Series: Scenarios—

Environment: Indoor—

design by: Arik Levy—

Category: LED RETROFIT—

Number: 3—

Socket: GU10—
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Stablight Smart - Red
Arik Levy

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: SCENARIOS

FEATURES

SOURCES NOT INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 3x6,8W—

Efficiency: 100%—

Stablight Smart  start from the intelligent Stablight
suspension system: the three arms supporting the luminous
bodies can rotate to close in line or open up to 360° so as to
adapt to any spatial configuration and follow flexibly the
changing needs of light environments. In Stablight Smart the
lamp body is naked, without the characteristic Stablight
glass, but became colorful, coordinated with the colour of the
fabric cables that support them.

Article Code: DAL0028A16—

Colour: Red—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: metal, fabric—

Series: Scenarios—

Environment: Indoor—

design by: Arik Levy—

Category: LED RETROFIT—

Number: 3—

Socket: GU10—
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Stablight Smart - Silver
Arik Levy

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: SCENARIOS

FEATURES

SOURCES NOT INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 3x6,8W—

Efficiency: 100%—

Stablight Smart  start from the intelligent Stablight
suspension system: the three arms supporting the luminous
bodies can rotate to close in line or open up to 360° so as to
adapt to any spatial configuration and follow flexibly the
changing needs of light environments. In Stablight Smart the
lamp body is naked, without the characteristic Stablight
glass, but became colorful, coordinated with the colour of the
fabric cables that support them.

Article Code: DAL0028A00—

Colour: Silver—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: metal, fabric—

Series: Scenarios—

Environment: Indoor—

design by: Arik Levy—

Category: LED RETROFIT—

Number: 3—

Socket: GU10—


